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Background

Doctoral thesis,

“Adaptive Optics for Stellar Interferometry”

which combines two high-angular resolution topics

This talk about the second half of that title

“Imaging” at milliarcsecond scale

Will then discuss how a microscopy technique can be used 

to rethink interferometry at lower cost and complexity 

(maybe)
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Why am I talking about this, here?

There are obvious correspondences between optical 

& NIR astronomical techniques and SST

Bringing a high-angular resolution idea to this workshop to 

promote discussion as to useful directions going forwards

Science question I want to answer:

How to spatially resolve a GEO satellite?
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Fundamental issues
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The most challenging orbit: only optical (passive

and/or active)

For 1m scale at GEO distance at 1μm, fully-filled aperture 

must be ≥Ø40m

AO mandatory and limits targets to O(1m2) cross-sectional area

Optical interferometers can offer a lower cost solution: only 

measure part of the OTF.

Similar brightness/size/reflectivity limit in phasing up baselines



Spatial frequency, single aperture
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Spatial frequency, two apertures
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Simplified stellar interferometer
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20-foot Michelson 
interferometer on the 100-inch 

Hooker Telescope, 1920
Wikipedia

36m

6.1m



Extant stellar interferometers

Note now called optical interferometers

CHARA, Mt Wilson USA

NPOI, Arizona USA

MROI, New Mexico USA

VLTI, Chile

Formerly at other longitudes,

SUSI, NSW Australia

COAST, Cambridge
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Assuming you want one,

Large flat piece of land

Unit telescopes of aperture size ca.1m

Fast tip/tilt correction

Delay lines (pipes + cat eye on trolleys),

at least 50m

Beam combiner

Various modulators and loops etc

It is not easy!

What you need to build one
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It does work
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https://amostech.com/TechnicalPapers/2015/Adaptive_Optics_Imaging/Schmitt.pdf



Have a solution but not ‘the’ answer

thus…
Stellar interferometers require 

maintenance of spatial coherence from 

object to beam combiner: hard

We can illuminate object with  intensity 

pattern: coherence is only now required 

to the object, not from it

This is akin to Structured Illumination, a 

heterodyne demodulation of spatial 

frequencies from engineered 

illumination
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https://www.microscope.healthcare.nikon.com/en_EU/products/super-
resolution-microscopes/n-sim-s/the-principle-of-structured-illumination-
microscopy



System architecture

Concept is straightforward

1. Project monochromatic fringes with frequency f

onto target

2. Record total flux

3. Modulate to remove phase shift variation

4. Estimate spatial frequency amplitude
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System architecture

Simulation suggests,

1m projection telescopes (pair) spaced 20m apart

1.8m resolution

6m reception telescope (single pixel detector)

Pulsed 1kW 1064nm laser at 100Hz

Inclusion of atmospheric effects and diffraction

5 sq m target

Compensation of dynamic projection pointing error

Night operation only

30-300 photons received per pulse

Low SNR but feasible...and what does this really mean?
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System architecture

Cost estimate (best guesses ahead!)

2x 1m projection telescopes (CotS)

GBP 1 million

3m reception telescope (Cherenkov design)

GBP 0.5 million

1kW 1064nm laser plus fibre delivery 

GBP 0.5 million ( least sure about this)

Compensation of dynamic projection pointing error

GBP 0.1 million

Total ca. GBP 2 million + staff and development 

costs ≃ GBP 5 million to build (not operate) first
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Spatially resolving GEO objects ‘requires’ optical/NIR

interferometry from the ground

We are unlikely to put imaging satellites into GEO orbit...or are we?

ELT-class telescopes do not have “sufficient” AO

Stellar interferometers can measure the Fourier components

However complex, few and restricted in longitude

I propose an adaptation of single-pixel imaging to do Fourier-basis 

compressed sensing instead

Outstanding: sufficient SNR to measure a Fourier component but unknown 

effect on understanding target morphology

Summary



model, FT, fringe amplitudes
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